
     

 

 

Dear Red Cross Partners in IHL,  

 

For our June newsletter we would like to introduce the new members of our team, discuss our 

revamped IHL blog, review our plans for disseminating IHL programs to the field, detail the 

content we have in the pipeline, and elicit feedback on your experience with the Youth Action 

Campaign in years past.  

 

May was a busy month for the IHL Team and our partners. On top of Professional Training 

Courses offered by Sara Onvani’s team in NY and our team in DC, we were fortunate to attend 

Clark Swenson’s Far East Conference to discuss the importance of IHL education for military 

connected youth (huge thanks to Clark, Joy, Mike, and everyone in the Far East who lead a great 

conference), deliver a Healthcare in Danger targeted training in LA (thank you Kerry Khan, 

Lauren Duncan, and Drew McNeil), and take part in the Healthcare in Danger annual meetings in 

Geneva where we unveiled our new curriculum and tool for mapping needs and competencies! 

We also sent Esme Aston to the University of Ottawa with our colleagues at the Canadian Red 

Cross where she went through a week-long, in depth introduction to IHL. 

 

The IHL Team is excited to welcome three Legal Interns and a Youth Action Campaign Intern for 

the Summer 2018. Caroline Sell and Grant Loriaux will be the first to join our team. Over to you 

Caroline and Grant! 

 

My name is Caroline and I just finished my first year at the University of Minnesota Law 

School where I am also pursuing a dual degree in law and Masters of Public Health. I am 

originally from Iowa and attended American University for my undergraduate degree in 

public health and French. My passions lie at the intersection of health, policy, and 

international relations, so after volunteering with the IHL Clara Barton Competition this 

past spring I was very excited to find an opportunity to connect my various fields in 

supporting the IHL team this summer! I am grateful to be participating in this internship 

as a 2018 Human Rights Fellow from the University of Minnesota Law School Human 

Rights Center, and hope this opportunity will be a starting point for a future of service in 

the international legal sphere. 

 

Hi everybody! My name is Grant Loriaux, and I am very excited to join the IHL team this 

summer as a legal intern. I am from Portland, Oregon, and I attended Linfield College as 

an undergraduate student where I received my B.A. in political science with a 

concentration in psychology and armed conflict in the Middle East. More specifically, I 

studied how to prevent and resolve Middle Eastern conflicts through both military and 

non-military means—such as aid, refugee camp organization, and international law—and 

so it is a real privilege to be able to join the Red Cross’s IHL team. This fall I am going to 

be a second-year student at Georgetown Law where I will begin to focus on how to make 

government regulations more efficacious for corporate and nonprofit activity. 

 

I hope you’ll join me in welcoming Caroline and Grant who bring a wealth of energy, experience, 

and knowledge to the IHL Team. As our team continues to grow and we continue to build out 

IHL programming, we need to have a centralized website where all IHL related information can 

be accessed by the general public. Noah has been working hard to revamp our IHL blog 

(www.rulesofwar.org) which is up and running! Among other things you can find information 

regarding registration for upcoming trainings that are open to the public, a repository of our 

https://www.rulesofwar.org/
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monthly newsletters, and the bios of the IHL Team on our blog. Moving forward, the IHL blog 

will be the way we engage with the general public.  

 

Red Cross IHL programs, however, will not be made available through the blog. For the last few 

months the IHL Team has been thinking through how to balance making IHL content available to 

the chapter network and ensuring dissemination of accurate information.  From these discussion 

came the plan to create a Global Group Share. IHL programs will be made available to the 

chapter network via IHL SAF Division Liaisons who will be given access to our Group Share. 

Once the Global Group Share is complete and the Division Liaisons have been identified we’ll 

circulate their names and post them on the IHL blog for your reference.  

 

As a reminder, we are in the process of updating and designing content. Along with a refurbished 

Born on the Battlefield, community education packages on child soldering and the interaction of 

IHL and international human right law will be the first programs made available. Feedback from 

the field helped us design these presentations and we hope you’ll continue to inform us of which 

topics you think would be most well received and are most needed in your respective 

geographies.  

 

With NHQ’s reliance on our amazing Chapter Network in mind, our Program Officer for the 

Youth Action Campaign Esme Aston has a request for you all. Esme is working hard to have 

the program built up and available to selected regions in the fall. She would love to hear about 

your experience educating youth in IHL and hopes that the Youth Action Campaign will reflect 

the best practices learned from the field. She kindly requests that if anyone has experience with 

the Youth Action Campaign, you reach out to her at esme.aston@redcross.org.  

 

June looks equally as eventful and exciting, and we’ll detail all happenings in our next newsletter. 

As always you can also get IHL updates by signing up for the ISD Programs Bi-monthly Call by 

emailing Jon Sargent-Dillon at jon.sargentdillon@redcross.org.     

 

Thank you, 

 

Griffin Ferry  

 

griffin.ferry@redcross.org or ihlaw@redcross.org.  
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